March 23, 2020

Dear Pathways Families,
We sincerely hope you had a safe weekend, and that amid the unrest you were able to take a
moment or two to remember how much love and support surrounds you. As a new week begins,
we wanted to remind you of a few important notes related to Pathways’ transition to distance
learning as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
We encourage you to help your child prepare a space at home for productive learning. If you
missed our last email with tips and strategies to ensure online success, you can view it here.
While many of us are finding ourselves feeling isolated, it’s important to remember that we are a
community and connection is key. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to Pathways teachers and
staff for help and guidance as your child adjusts to working from home. We’re here for you, and
the wellness of your family is of paramount importance to us.
While Pathways campuses are physically closed, we are still closely monitoring the health of all
staff and students. Currently, there are still no confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the Pathways’
school system. We will continue to stay abreast of the situation and remain connected to local
health officials for additional guidance in keeping students, families, staff, and local residents
healthy. As always, we will also continue to keep you advised of changes as they unfold. If you
don’t already follow us on social media, please do so. This is another great way to stay
connected and informed.
In recent weeks, we’ve seen the COVID-19 crisis escalate quickly in the United States and
abroad. We urge you to heed the advice of public health experts and engage in frequent
hand-washing and social distancing measures. You can learn more about these, and get
reliable coronavirus updates from the CDC and World Health Organization.
Sincerely,

Pathways In Education Leadership
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